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Motivation
This project focuses on understandturbulent free flow
ing and modeling the relevant proexchange
cesses of evaporation. Evaporation is
processes
strongly influenced by the interaction
boundary layer
of different physical processes:
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The main goal is to describe these
processes and to simulate porousmedium flow with an adjacent free Figure 1: Relevant processes for modeling
flow. The developed concept can be evaporation from bare soil.
used for improving soil salinization simulations, analyzing water balance relations or technical applications, like fuel cells or drying and cooling processes.
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Outlook

Coupling Concept
local thermodynamic equilibrium
continuity of fluxes
extension of [1] to turbulent
conditions

Discretizations
free flow: staggered grid
porous medium: cell centered
time: implicit Euler
one matrix

Short-Term
evaluation of experimental results
DNS experiments
implementation of low-Re models
implementation of new coupling concept

Long-Term
compositional/ non-isothermal flow
gravitation
analysis of pore scale effects
reduction of model complexity
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Simulations are performed using the open-source
simulator DuMux.
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This study is done in cooperation with the research unit MUSIS.
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